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	The job of the sales manager is to recruit, manage, and motivate a top team of high-performing sales professionals. This book shows you how to do it. World-renowned sales expert Brian Tracy has spent decades studying what sets the most successful sales managers and professionals apart from the rest--and now in this pocket-sized guide, he distills these simple but powerful strategies. Readers will discover the six key characteristics of a winning sales team and learn how to: Select and recruit sales champions - Start them off on the right foot - Establish clear objectives - Determine a sales plan - Inspire singleness of purpose - Demonstrate respect and appreciation - Motivate people with the right incentives - Boost their self-concept to boost revenue - Develop winners through continuous coaching and training - Brainstorm sales solutions - Measure results - Conduct game-changing performance reviews - Discipline effectively - De-hire poor performers -Lead by example A compact but essential resource, "Sales" "Management" will help readers increase the effectiveness of their sales force, improve their bottom line, and advance their own career and satisfaction in the process.
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Professional Microsoft Office SharePoint Designer 2007 (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
With Professional Microsoft Office SharePoint Designer 2007, you can master all aspects of using Share Point Designer in an Enterprise environment to enhance Microsoft SharePoint Products and Technologies. Review key integration points, how to use CSS editing tools to create and modify SharePoint themes, how to supplement SharePoint...
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Marine Propellers and Propulsion, Third EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 2012

	Propulsion technology is a complex, multidisciplinary topic with design, construction, operational and research implications. Bringing together a wealth of disparate information from the field, Marine Propellers and Propulsion provides comprehensive and cutting edge coverage to equip marine engineers, naval architects and anyone...
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Optics: Learning by Computing, with Examples Using Maple, MathCad®, Matlab®, Mathematica®, and Maple® (Undergraduate Texts in Contemporary Physics)Springer, 2007

	
		This new edition is intended for a one semester course in optics for juniors and seniors in science and engineering. It uses scripts from Maple, MathCad, Mathematica, and MATLAB to provide a simulated laboratory where students can learn by exploration and discovery instead of passive absorption. The text covers all the standard...
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Photo Retouching with Photoshop: A Designer's NotebookO'Reilly, 2004
Photo Retouching with Photoshop: A Designer's Notebook is at once eye candy, artistic inspiration, and incomparable technical guidance for intermediate-to-advanced digital imaging professionals, graphic artists, photographers, and just about anyone involved in creating digital images or animations. A visual splendor, this full-color book...
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Mastering Backbone.jsPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Level up your Backbone.js skills and create professional web applications with the best practices
	
		Use the Backbone.js components in the right way and avoid maintenance nightmares
	
		Improve your development workflow from application design to deployment
	
		Apply the...
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System Reengineering in Healthcare: Application for Hospital Emergency Departments (Studies in Systems, Decision and Control)Springer, 2018

	
		This book presents an advanced systematic mapping review (SMR) and state-of-the-art taxonomy of emergency departments (EDs). Focusing on the patients’ level of fulfilment and how it can be enhanced, it examines existing problems like waiting periods and overcrowding and how these can be alleviated to provide a better service....
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